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Abstract
Recently the actively active studies have begun devoted to the accumulation of «harmful» substances in food products, which are supposedly accumulated in the body of a person who often consumes these products. Meat, as a source of full-featured animal protein, is especially popular in this aspect. For the preparation of meat products various types of heat treatment are used, almost each of which will inevitably lead to the destruction of some of the chemical compounds originally present in the product, and the formation of completely new chemical compounds, which can often be harmful to the human body. During high-temperature heat treatment (mainly frying), some chemical reactions in meat products occur, which lead to the formation of heterocyclic aromatic amines (HAA) in it. Due to the great variety of raw meat and cooking recipes, during the heat treatment HAA’s of various classes are formed, each of them will be peculiar for the particular type of raw material or recipe components (with the exception of MeIQx and PhIP, which always form during frying). The more complete understanding of the HAA’s formation mechanism will help study the products of Maillard reactions and Strecker degradation. In this work we studied the formation of HAA’s as a result of the cyclization of creatine and the detaching of water (dehydration) from it during temperature exposure. The classification of the compounds formed as a result of these reactions is presented and the main classes of the HAA obtained in result are considered. The questions of the influence of various factors on amount of HAA formed, such as the fat content, the introduction of Fe²⁺, Fe³⁺, are raised. In the future it is necessary to conduct studies of the quantitative content of HAA in meat products to complement the already actively ongoing work on the study of xenobiotics consumed by humans with food, which will give a more comprehensive picture of the carcinogenic content in food products.

Introduction
The modern outlook of the customer is formed currently by the mass media, the majority of «near-scientific (pseudo-scientific)» data — are the European researches based on data extracted from various statistical publications (meta-data), that associate meat products with «oncology» risks. The International Agency Research on Cancer (IARC) released the monograph of meta-analysis performed in 2015, which results showed, that meat products have carcinogenic properties in certain conditions, which are explained by a wide range of xenobiotics trapped in the product from outside sources and directly formed in it during the heat treatment [1, 2].

Besides this, the National Cancer Institute informed, that during the heat treatment of food products with high protein content (meat, poultry, fish), it is produced the heterocyclic amino acids (HAA) — these substances are known of for their expressed carcinogenic and mutagenic properties [3, 4], which explains the need of conducting research of the chemical nature of their formation. Their mutagenic and carcinogenic properties have been proven both by the Ames test, and by the course of long-term experiments on the rodents and monkeys [5].

Main part
Based on the results [6] it can be concluded, that the main factors, contributing to the formation of the HAA in the product are the temperature (150 °C) and the duration of heat treatment, and also the contact of the product and the heating surface. Regarding this, the HAA will mainly be formed in products cooked at home, and also in public catering enterprises. The range of the HAA values content in food products varies from 1 µg / kg to 100 µg / kg. The quantitative content of the HAA in food products is directly proportional to the temperature of heat treatment. The profile of the substances related to the HAA depends on the temperature in the same way [7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19].

Raw materials and product recipe formulation, including to secondary factors, influence the quantitative content of the HAA in the meat products.

Firstly, the HAA were discovered in 1977 by the professor Takashi Sigimura and his collaborators, as a result of conventional home cooking processes. The beginning of the work on the HAA study was put by suspicions that the smoke, which is formed during the heat treatment of meat products, can be carcinogenic. Due to this there were discovered 20 different compounds, not registered as recipe components, which are actually formed during heat treatment, and they fell into the category of the HAA [7,9].

In the 80s of the last century, on the basis of the assumption on formation of mutagenic HAA groups of imidazo-quinolines and imidazoquinoxalines during the Maillard reaction, a mechanism for the formation of the HAA was proposed [19] (Figure 1).
In result of cyclization and detachig of water, according to the proposed scheme, creatine turns into creatinine and form forms the amino-imidazole part of the HAA, and the Strecker degradation products, such as pyridine derivatives or pyrazines, formed in result of the Maillard reaction between hexoses and free amino-acids, «completing» the chemical structure of the HAA. The important participant in the «completion» of the HAA molecule is the so-called Strecker aldehyde (or the corresponding base of Schiff), which is also formed in result of Strecker degradation.

As we can see from the name, the HAA have at least one heterocyclic ring and the amino group. Heterocyclic ring is a cyclic hydrocarbon, in which one or more carbon atoms are replaced by other atoms (with oxygen heteroatom). In most cases the heteroatom is nitrogen and less often it is oxygen, and still less often it is sulfur. In cases, where the heteroatom is nitrogen, the compound is an amine itself, in other cases the aminogroup is attached to the heterocycle. The majority of the HAA, except the group of β-carbolines (such as harman and norharman, Figure 2 and 3 respectively), the aminogroup is located out of the cycles.

The natural content of the HAA can be found, ranging from plants and algae to vitamins and antibiotics.

The HAA, which are formed in result of heat treatment of high-protein foods, being the carcinogens, can be divided into two major groups.

The first group includes aminomidoazaoenes (AIA) or «thermal» HAA, which have in their molecule N-methyl-2-aminimidazole part. These HAA are usually formed during the «home» cooking temperatures of 150 °C primarily as a result of the reaction of amino acids pyrolysis products (such as pyridine and pyrazine) with creatine and carbohydrates, forming imidazoquinolines (IQ), imidazoquinoxalines (IQx), and imidazopyridines (Fig. 4) [10,18,19].

Figure 5 shows the presumed reaction of IQ and IQx formation. Depending on the polarity, aminomidoazaoenes can be divided to polar and nonpolar.

The second group — «the pyrolytic HAA» or aminocarbolins are formed by higher temperatures (over 300 °C) by thermal destruction of tryptophan, phenylalanine, ornithine and glutamic acid. At high temperatures, these amino acids form desaminated and decarboxylic reaction products with reactive radical fragments, the condensation of which produces heterocyclic ring structures. This group mainly includes one of the fragments of 5 structurally different groups of pyridoindole, pyridoimidazole, phenylpyridine, tetraazaflurantene or benzimidazole (Figure 6) [11,12,19].
Figure 4. Graphic formulas of imidazoquinolines, imidazoquinoxalines and pyridines
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Figure 5. The presumed reaction of IQ and IQx formation
Due to the fact that AlA are formed at lower temperatures, they are more common and, accordingly, are mutagenic and carcinogenic HAA studied in a better way. Also, alpha- and gamma-carbolines are mainly formed as a result of pyrolysis of plant proteins in concentrations 10–100 times less than the number of the formed beta-carbolines, such as harman and norharman [18].

In 1993 the IARC considered 8 Heterocyclic aromatic amines (HAA), (MeIQ, 8-MeIQx, PhIP, AαC, MeAαC, Trp-P-1, Trp-P-2 and Glu-P-1) as possible carcinogens for humans (class 2B) and 1 (IQ) as probable carcinogen for humans (class 2A) and recommended reducing exposure to these compounds. So in 2004, IQ, MeIQ, 8-MeIQx and PhIP were listed in the National toxicology program, because they are carcinogenic to humans [20]. These results are based on the results of long-term animal experiments. Although the epidemiological evidence suggests that the roasted meat consumption is associated with an increased risk of cancer in humans, data were insufficient to confirm that this risk is caused due to the presence of the HAA (MeIQ, 8-MeIQx, or PhIP). Sample studies show very contradictory results.

The HAA, a family of mutagenic compounds, are formed during the cooking process of many animal products, including chicken, beef, pork, and fish. Meat, cooked with moderate temperatures but grilled or fried, can contain significant amounts of these mutagens. [8,19].

The longer the meat is cooked and the higher is the temperature, the more these compounds are formed [6,7,8,9,10]. Studies have shown that during the cooking of the grilled chicken the higher concentration of the HAA were found than in other types of meat [19].

The main classes of heterocyclic amines include aminoimidazoquinolines or aminoimidazopyridines (collectively called type IQ compounds) and aminoimidazopyridines such as PhIP. Compounds such as IQ and PhIP are formed from creatine or creatinine, specific amino acids and sugars [13]. All meat (including fish) contains a large

---

Figure 6. Graphic formulas of 2 groups of the HAA

![Graphic formulas of 2 groups of the HAA](image)
amount of creatine, because of what the maximum formation of the HAA occurs during the cooking of meat at high temperatures (grilled or fried). Eating deep-fried meat and PhIP is associated with an increased risk of breast cancer and colon cancer [20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27].

In addition to the type and duration of heat treatment, the amount of the HAA produced is influenced by the content of antioxidants, precursors, and the HAA inhibitors in the product. One of the inhibitors, but at the same time a catalyst in the reaction of the HAA formation in the product is fat. In research [6] the experiment was carried out, where the semi-finished meat products with different mass fraction of fat were subjected to frying. The results showed that with a relatively low fat content in the product (no more than 20%), the amount of the formed HAA grew in direct proportion to the amount of fat, and with an amount of fat over 20%, the amount formed during heat treatment of the HAA was less in comparison with the samples where the fat content was less than 20%, but at the same time it remained relatively stable and did not change with further changes in the amount of fat in the recipe formulations of the products. Most likely, this is due to the fact that a large amount of fat in the product acts as a wall between the product and the heating surface, and with smaller amounts of fat this fat is involved in the reaction to form the HAA. An important role is played by the type of the fats used — the greatest mutagenic activity was found while using butter, and the use of vegetable oils leads to the formation of smaller amounts of food mutagens. It was found that the introduction of iron (Fe2+, Fe3+) increases the number of formed IQ and IQx almost in two times. The amount of moisture in the recipe formulation components also influences the concentration of the HAA, possibly because of its role as a transporter of water-soluble HAA precursors.

**Conclusion**

Currently there is a need for experimental studies of the HAA content in food products, which will be another block of great work on the study of xenobiotics entering the human body with food products, which will complement the picture of the chemical carcinogens content in the food products.

In world practice the meat products are considered as high-risk products, which are characterized by both biological and chemical risks. The Codex Alimentarius and the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) documents provide guidance on the application of a risk-based approach to the analysis of products of animal origin. However, in Codex Alimentarius they refer to the finished product and are considered in relation to a human health, and in OIE documents they refer mostly to the veterinary welfare of farm animals. The technological component is not highlighted in these documents, but it serves as an essential mechanism for managing both individual risks and their aggregate combination, which allows producing a product of guaranteed safety during its shelf life.

In many ways the harm from red meat is determined not so much by the properties of the meat, as by the methods of its cooking and combination with other foods. Often the product becomes harmful because of ignorance of elementary rules of its use. In general, this review emphasizes that species differences and data on the mechanisms of toxic action must be taken into account when transferring data on carcinogenic risks obtained from the use of large doses of the tested substance in experimental animals, to humans receiving small doses of this substance.

The primary objective of the study of the HAA accumulation is to select an indicator of the presence of carcinogens of this type. A range of researchers have found that the most common HAA are PhIP (2-amino-1-methyl-6-phenylimidazo[4,5 b]pyridine) and MelQx (2-amino-3,8-dimethylimidazo[4,5 f]quinoline) [8]. Therefore these substances were selected as the main markers for further monitoring of the quantitative content of the HAA in the food products, carried out within the framework of the State task on the basis of the laboratory of the Scientific and methodological works, biological and analytical researches of the V. M. Gorbatore's Federal Research Center for Food Systems.
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